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As this issue of UFO Magazine hits the streets, I am in Roswell with a crew from our
company doing non stop (almost) broadcasts. We will be downtown down the street from
the UFO Museum each night from the Fourth of July through that Sunday night, July 8th,
broadcasting from Linda Armstrong and Gene Frazier's restaurant, the COVER UP
CAFE. We will be there from 6:00 to 9:00 each evening and Friday night, July 6, we will
be doing a dual broadcast with Dr. Rita Louise, the well known psychic investigator. She
will be doing her show live that night and we will be doing ours at the same time.

In addition we will be hanging out at a table in the exhibit area at the Civic Center each
day from Thursday, July 5, thru Sunday July 8. We will be doing a Phil Donahue/Oprah
Winfrey type audience participation show each morning from 10:00 to Noon, so come on
by and be on the show or at least watch us do the show with some of the major names of
UFO researchers.

Interesting enough, the speaker roster at the Civic Center, headed by Guy Malone, will
deal with disclosure and several of the speakers seem to leaning toward non-terrestrial
causes for the 1947 crash. To Malone's credit he does have some of the super heavy
weights in the disclosure field such as Stephen Bassett who is resurrecting his own
disclosure geopolitical conference in the Washington D.C. area in mid September.

Roswell has some interesting history, some of it goes back before 1947 even. Jerry Smith
a well known writer who's best known subject is HAARP told me recently that there is
even some evidence of Nazi history in Roswell. According to Smith his research has
shown that Germany bought several hundred acres of land in Roswell in 1938, the same
year they expanded into Austria and the Antarctic. He says that they were buying up land
in Roswell to develop underground bases and he wonders if saucer craft were used there
in secret before the war by the Germans.

Several politically savvy speakers will be at the Civic Center including Richard Dolan
and John Greenewald; so I guess after Roswell I will have a little better feel about the
government involvement there.

We actually expect some real news to develop. On the Fourth of July night, our first
broadcast will deal with new evidence uncovered about Roswell. In our show from the
Cover Up Cafe that night we will have some guests who know about live witnesses to the
Roswell event. Paul Price is a resident of Roswell and Gordon Novel, the well known
investigator, tipped me off about him. Price's dad was there at Roswell and at the crash
scene in 1947.

Tom Carey and Don Schmidt have a new book out this month called: Witness to
Roswell: Unmasking the 60 Year Cover Up. Schmidt and Carey first got together in 1998
to investigate Roswell and have been very active. Remember the famous "digs" search? I
hear that this search may have more to it than we have heard about in the past.



At any rate, they have found and finally convinced some new witnesses to come forward
about the crash itself. Carey told one of our producers, Jane Swartley that he has some
"smoking gun" documents as well. Another witness of sorts is Jesse Marcel, Jr. and he
will be in Roswell at the Museum along with Stanton Friedman and the alien hunter
himself, Derrel Sims.

We are taking a full production crew with us besides Swartley we will have Roberta Scott
who has been our location producer for five years now on the Roswell shows. She always
comes up with a surprise or two for me every year and I am sure she will not fail to do so
this year as well. Speaking our support group, this year in addition to Dr. Louise,
Swartley and Scott, Farah Yurdozu will be speaking at the civic center and as you know
she has done some terrific shows with us in the past.

I have a plan that I haven't really put together yet, and probably won't tell anyone, but you
our readers and I know you can keep a secret. Farah and Dr. Rita are psychics, I think I
will try to find some time to get both of them to go out to the crash scene and see if we
can pick up any vibes. I will let you know. Paola Harris who has helped me with some
great shows will be signing her new book at the Cover Up Cafe at various times and I
plan to get her to help me do some of the shows. Paola is a big asset to the UFO
Exopolitical community and it is always interesting when she is around. The world is
truly her beat. Her new book "Exopolitics: How Does One Speak to a Ball of Light?" is a
must read.

Others of interest include Dennis Balthaser and Steve Stone, they both live in Roswell
and I always enjoy their conversations. Another guy we always look forward to seeing is
Paul David, the movie producer, yes, he made the movie called Roswell. David is a
Hollywood "cat" but I always see him in Roswell, and he told me he once again will
make his annual trek this year. Paul is an amazing man, a talented artist in his own right
with several high price paintings hanging of the walls of the "rich and famous;" but he
truly loves the UFO scene. Over the years we have gotten to know each other rather well,
but he still has managed to avoid casting me in any of his projects. That's alright Paul. I
am a busy man in my own right (smile.)

This brings me to the subject of "true believers." Paul certainly is one, most of the people
coming to Roswell are and I must say I am convinced that ETs crashed there. The
evidence is very strong despite the fact that the late Peter Jennings referred to Roswell as
a myth. Conversations with the late Walter Haut and Glen Dennis, the original founders
of the UFO Museum; is that something did happen that summer in 1947. Dennis tells a
convincing story of being on duty at the Funeral Home, when the call came from the
Army Air Force base outside of town for small caskets, the kind for children.

Dennis was on good terms with the military hospital there because, if you remember, in
1947 there was no EMS. Ambulance service was run by the Funeral Homes in most
communities including Roswell. Dennis tells the tale of an Army Nurse he knew well,
that came out of the building screaming in panic and voice shaking, talking about
something horrible being inside. Haut was the Public Information Officer and released
the famous story about a Flying Saucer crash outside of town.



Why Roswell? Why would the ETs be there? Personally, I think it had something to do
with the nuclear bomber wing that was the very reason for Roswell's Air Base to exist. In
my four decades of doing UFO shows on the radio, it is fairly clear to me that UFOs don't
care for our nuclear weapons at all. It seems to me that after 60 years, we are adult
enough to learn the truth from the government on this one, but will they ever talk?
Officially I am just not so sure at all, but unofficially we have lots of "leaked"
information.

One of the most interesting things about Roswell to me is that every year strangers come
to me with stories of being kidnapped, taken aboard craft, etc. Two of the best
investigators when it comes to abductions and the so called "alien implants", will be at
Roswell this year. Dr. Roger Leir will be conducting workshops and Derrel Sims will be
speaking at the UFO Museum.

Sixty years after the Roswell crash, we are never short of "UFO Sightings" when we do
our weekly show on the Internet. The question is why don't they land on the White House
Lawn and say "Take me to your Leader?" Well, maybe they did. Remember the UFO flap
over Washington D.C. in 1952? Then there is the story of Eisenhower meeting with other
world ambassadors at Edwards Air Force base. There are also stories of technology trade
offs. Trade offs for what?

Here the story gets murky. We got some technology and what did they get? Is there a
"they" out there or is it a group of “them”? I think it is the latter. Some of them are
"Allies of Humanity" as Marshall Summers says, but I submit there may be another
group out there that is far darker in spirit. Their needs may not be just cattle mutilations.
Being the conspiracy guy on the radio, when someone denies something is happening,
like the government denies UFOs exist; the reason for the denial is usually not very
pleasant to discover. Could there be a group out there that are vampires needing blood, or
sapping our energy sources for their own needs?

I did my first UFO shows in the late 60s, and I thought by now we would know the
sinister as well as the spiritual and surprising, we know neither; or do we?

As I travel from Roswell in the summer night after a non stop series of shows on the
subject of ET contact, UFO crashes and other tales of the strange; my mind will once
again be spinning with the stories and the sounds of the people telling those stories about
alien beings, saucer sightings and the like. My late Sunday night ride back to my native
Oklahoma will be filled with the loneliness of the desert, the closeness of the stars and
the quiet terror of what I feel might be the real story behind the aliens visiting planet
Earth.
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